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Abstract: Given the challenges of chronic musculoskeletal pain and disability, establishing a clear prognosis in the acute
stage has become increasingly recognized as a valuable approach to mitigate chronic problems. Neck pain represents a
condition that is common, potentially disabling, and has a high rate of transition to chronic or persistent problems. As a
field of research, prognosis in neck pain has stimulated several empirical primary research papers, and a number of
systematic reviews. As part of the International Consensus on Neck (ICON) project, we sought to establish the general
state of knowledge in the area through a structured, systematic review of systematic reviews (overview).
An exhaustive search strategy was created and employed to identify the 13 systematic reviews (SRs) that served as the
primary data sources for this overview. A decision algorithm for data synthesis, which incorporated currency of the SR,
risk of bias assessment of the SRs using AMSTAR scoring and consistency of findings across SRs, determined the level
of confidence in the risk profile of 133 different variables. The results provide high confidence that baseline neck pain
intensity and baseline disability have a strong association with outcome, while angular deformities of the neck and
parameters of the initiating trauma have no effect on outcome. A vast number of predictors provide low or very low
confidence or inconclusive results, suggesting there is still much work to be done in this field. Despite the presence of
multiple SR and this overview, there is insufficient evidence to make firm conclusions on many potential prognostic
variables. This study demonstrates the challenges in conducting overviews on prognosis where clear synthesis critieria
and a lack of specifics of primary data in SR are barriers.

Keywords: Overview, prognosis, whiplash, non-specific neck pain, work-related neck pain.
INTRODUCTION
Neck pain is one of the most common musculoskeletal
disorders in the general population, with a 1-year point
prevalence of approximately one-third of adults [1]. The
severity of pain can range from minor to severely
debilitating [2]. Effective management of neck pain requires
knowledge of the best evidence for each of assessment,
prognosis, intervention and outcome measurement. While a
number of systematic reviews (SRs) have been published in
each of these 4 domains, it is not uncommon that SRs reach
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different conclusions when compared against one another.
Differences in search strategy, range of publication date,
quality scoring, data extracted and synthesis technique may
explain the disparate conclusions. As part of a larger
initiative to establish clear, actionable messages for all
elements of neck pain management, the International
Collaboration on Neck (ICON) group has performed a
systematic review and synthesis of these SRs in an effort to
identify consistent messages across diverse research groups.
This manuscript will describe the findings from the
prognosis arm of this initiative.
Prognosis is an important component of clinical decision
making for any condition. Those with a positive prognosis
may rarely require intervention beyond standard advice and
education. Those with a poor prognosis should arguably be
2013 Bentham Open
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considered for more in depth evaluation and targeted
intervention in the early stages of the condition to prevent a
transition to chronicity. Prognosis in neck pain is especially
important; it has recently been estimated that approximately
one half of all people with acute traumatic neck pain (eg.
whiplash) will recover regardless of the intervention, while
the other half will experience delayed recovery or chronic
problems [3]. Without sound understanding of important
prognostic factors, the decision of whether to initiate early
targeted treatment or take a ‘wait-and-see’ approach will
only be accurate 50% of the time. There have been a series
of SRs and data syntheses published for both traumatic [3-9]
and non-traumatic [10, 11] neck pain. The most consistent
findings amongst these SRs are the poor prognostic value of
high initial pain intensity or high aggregate scores on selfreported disability, which individually provide little
guidance for intervention decisions.
An overview of systematic reviews (OvR) is a relatively
new approach to synthesizing a large body of literature in an
area. The approach requires similar search strategies and
quality scoring as a systematic review of primary literature,
but relies on the appraisal and data extraction of previous
reviewers rather than going back to the primary sources.
While this exposes the results of the OvR to potential bias, in
the case where appraisal and extraction of the primary
sources by previous reviewers was less than optimal, the
inclusion and scoring of only peer-reviewed published SRs
and a focus on temporal proximity and consistency provides
acceptable confidence in the synthesis and results. The
primary outcome in the prognostic SR was consistency of
findings, with strength of the association between risk factor
and outcome reported where available. Consistent findings,
especially across recent high-quality SRs, provide
confidence in the value of a risk factor. Pooled effect sizes
are best left to targeted meta-analyses on the subject (e.g. [6,
9]).
The purpose of this overview of SRs was to identify
consistent risk factors for delayed or non-recovery (i.e.
chronic pain and/or disability) from neck pain, through a
systematic process of searching, filtering, scoring and
extracting results of published SRs of prognostic factors.
METHODS
Study Selection
The methods consistent across all 4 OvRs in the ICON
project have been detailed in a previous paper in this series
[Refer to Methods paper in this series]. Specific to the
prognosis domain, a search strategy was constructed and
applied to the following international databases searched
from January 2000 to March 2012: MEDLINE, EMBASE,
CINAHL, ILC, CENTRAL, and LILACS. Only peerreviewed systematic SRs or meta-analyses were considered
eligible for inclusion in the prognosis overview. Neither
narrative,
non-systematic
reviews
nor
editorials/
commentaries were eligible for this overview. Manuscripts
were accepted if they were written in English, included only
primary sources that focused on adults with neck pain of any
cause, and evaluated prognostic factors for outcome of a
current episode of neck pain. SRs identifying primary risk
factors for the development of new onset neck pain in
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otherwise healthy populations were not included in this
prognosis overview. Potentially eligible SRs were screened
by two independent screeners, first at the level of title and
abstract, and then full text.
Quality Appraisal
Risk of bias appraisal and scoring was performed using
the AMSTAR review methodologic checklist by two raters
[12]. The AMSTAR provides a risk of bias assessment
through 11 different domains. It has been shown to be
adequately valid and reliable for use in assessing systematic
reviews [13, 14]. Differences were settled through
consensus. The determination of quality was made on a
review-by-review basis, recognizing that some AMSTAR
items are more relevant for determining the quality of a
systematic review of prognostic factors than were others.
Table 1 describes the AMSTAR items that were considered
most relevant (and hence most highly weighted) for
determining risk of bias. This individualized approach to
establishing
quality
is
consistent
with
current
recommendations [15]. SRs were categorized as high (low
risk of bias), medium (moderate risk of bias), or low (high
risk of bias) quality based on this process.
Data Extraction
Results were extracted as described verbatim in each SR
and compared by two independent reviewers. Prognostic
factors were grouped by conceptual category into: Eventrelated (ie. parameters of the trauma), Psychological &
Behavioural, Symptoms & Interference, Biological or
Clinical
Assessment,
the
Medicolegal
context,
Demographics, Other Social Factors, Pre-injury History, and
Treatment-related. We retained the summarized level of
evidence as described verbatim in each paper and entered
that into a database. Some SRs reported summarized results
as strong, moderate, limited or inconclusive evidence
[5,7,8,11]. Other summary structures were similar, including
‘consistent, inconsistent or inconclusive’[4] or ‘consistent,
balanced or limited’ [16]. One meta-analysis was identified
[6] that used a homogeneous subsample of the literature to
present strength of the evidence based on both pooled effect
size and fail-safe N. During the course of this overview, this
meta-analysis was updated with a new literature search and
the effects of 13 variables were adjusted based on new data.
In the interest of being as current as possible, the revised
effect sizes were included in this overview where available.
Other SRs did not present summary levels of evidence,
rather presenting the numbers of primary papers supporting
or refuting each predictor [3, 9, 10, 17] supplemented in
some cases by qualitative interpretation of the
methodological rigour of each primary source [3, 9, 10, 17].
For these papers, an algorithm for determining level of
evidence that would allow comparison with other SRs was
created based on the consistency of findings. Strong
evidence required at least 3 primary sources, with at least 2/3
finding similar results, moderate evidence required similar
results in only 2 primary sources with no conflicting sources,
limited evidence was present when only a single primary
source was reviewed, and inconclusive evidence was present
when less than 2/3 of the primary sources found similar
results regardless of the absolute number.
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Walton and colleagues updated their meta-analysis during the course of this overview but the update was pending publication. We have indicated the date of publication of their first
meta-analysis, but have used results from the updated one where applicable. The scores on the AMSTAR tool are related to the original 2009 publication.

Analysis
In order to establish summarized findings, we considered
both age and risk of bias (methodologic quality) of the SR.
Recognizing the short shelf-life of SRs, Whitlock [15]
suggests that greater weight should be given to more recent
SRs, with older SRs providing supporting evidence only.
Since effect size was rarely reported, the outcome of interest
was limited to confidence in the existence and direction of an
association between a predictor and a subsequent outcome
(risk of poor outcome, no association with outcome, or
inconclusive). In our case, confidence in the direction of
each predictor was established through first evaluating the
findings from the most recent SR(s) of at least medium
quality. Where multiple SRs were published on the same
topic within a relatively short time span, confidence in the
conclusions regarding the direction and significance of effect
for each predictor was an amalgam of 1) SR quality and 2)
consistency in findings across different authorship groups.
For example, during the years 2007-2009, 5 SRs on
prognosis following whiplash were published [3, 6-9]. In
light of the different methodologies for searching and

synthesizing results across the included SRs, our consistency
approach can be considered analogous to triangulation for
establishing trustworthy results in qualitative research [18].
Given the phrasing of each prognostic factor, in only one
case was a factor described as protective (i.e. facilitate
recovery): regular physical activity in the case of nontraumatic neck pain. The confidence in each association was
categorized using an approach adapted from the GRADE
working group [19]: High, moderate, low or very low
confidence that the direction of association is robust to
findings in future research. In an attempt to be conservative,
high confidence was reserved for only those predictors for
which consistent high-quality evidence was presented in
each SR with at least 1 high quality SR and no conflicting
SRs. Moderate confidence required consistent high-level
findings from at least 1 recent medium-quality SR, with the
majority of findings from other concurrent SRs (where
applicable) in the same direction of effect. Low confidence
was assigned to a predictor when summary findings were of
low-moderate level from the majority of SRs with some
conflicting results, or when only a single SR reported
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significant but moderate findings for that predictor. Very low
confidence was assigned when none of the above conditions
were met. As a result of these algorithms, each predictor
received both an estimate of its association with outcome
(risk of poor outcome, no effect on outcome, inconclusive
effect) and a level of confidence in that association (high,
moderate, low, very low). Readers will note that this means
it was possible to arrive at a conclusion of being highly
confident in an inconclusive result, which holds meaning for
establishing research priorities but less so for clinical
practice.

associated disorders. Other conditions were described as
non-specific neck pain [11, 17], neck pain and associated
disorders [25], or work-related neck pain [10] that included
separate results for a sample of military personnel post
cervical disc surgery. In no case were the exact same
strategies for searching the literature, appraising, extracting
or synthesizing the data employed, leading to several
findings that were discordant between SRs even when the
same or similar primary sources were included.

Most SRs did not attempt to stratify the prognostic ability
of a variable by outcome. This is understandable considering
that there is little to no consensus on the most appropriate
outcome to measure in prognostic research on neck pain
[20]. Further, Walton and colleagues [6] attempted to
evaluate the magnitude of prognostic effect between
symptom-related outcomes and disability-related outcomes
using meta-analysis, and showed that the magnitude of the
effect was similar in almost all cases, with older age being
the only notable exception. However, two SRs did present
their summarized results stratified by type of outcome [5,
16]. In most cases the magnitude of association was
consistent across outcomes, but where it differed, the
magnitude entered into the database was the best
representation of the overall reported magnitude. For
example, if a predictor showed a strong association with one
outcome and a limited association with another, the strength
of the association for that predictor overall was described in
the database as moderate. This happened in only 7 of the 239
different summary statements extracted, which are denoted
in the supplementary tables.

A total of 133 different prognostic factors were extracted
from the 12 SRs. Where multivariate analyses were used in
the primary sources, most SRs used the predictors retained in
the final models for establishing their levels of evidence.
Otherwise, the effects of predictors were drawn from simple
bivariate analyses. Table 2 presents those factors for which
we have high or moderate confidence in their direction of
association with outcome, either as a risk factor for poor
outcome or as having no effect. These factors are also listed
in the supplementary tables along with the remaining
extracted factors. Brief descriptions of the results in each of
the conceptual categories are described below. Readers are
encouraged to consult the supplementary Tables for more
detailed results (Table s1: Whiplash prognosis, Table s2:
Other neck pain prognosis).

RESULTS
Study Selection
Fig. (1) presents the results of the literature search and
screening process. After applying inclusion criteria, 16 SRs
were retained. During the data extraction process, we
determined that 1 SR that was described as being systematic
did not in fact meet our criteria for a systematic SR on
prognosis as described in the Methods [21]. Another [22] did
not focus specifically on prognosis in neck pain to an extent
that it provided any relevant information for this OvR. These
two SRs were therefore delegated to supporting evidence
only. In order to avoid giving double credit to a single
predictor, the updated meta-analysis of Walton and
colleagues [24] and the original 2009 paper [6] were
considered the same review for the purposes of this OvR.
This left 13 SRs that were retained for full data extraction, 1
of which was focused solely on the course of neck pain [23],
while the other 12 provided information on variables that
may affect that course.
Quality Appraisal
The results of the AMSTAR appraisal process for each
included review are presented in Table 1. One SR was
considered high methodologic quality (low risk of bias) [6,
9, 21], 11 were considered medium quality (moderate risk of
bias) [3-8, 10, 11, 17, 23, 25] and one was considered low
quality (high risk of bias) [16, 26]. The majority of SRs dealt
specifically with prognosis following whiplash and its

Prognostic Factors

OVERALL PROGNOSIS
The SRs that synthesized the natural or clinical course of
symptoms or disability in people with neck pain generally
agreed that prognosis for neck pain was poor overall.
Focusing specifically on whiplash, Kamper and colleagues
[9] used a statistical pooling procedure to calculate a
weighted mean pain intensity score of 25.3 points out of 100
and weighted mean disability score of 19 out of 100, 12
months following the initiating accident. This group also
found that the majority of improvement in pain and disability
occurs within the first 3 months following the accident, and
plateaus considerably from that point forth. Carroll and
colleagues [3] and Walton and colleagues [20] employed a
more qualitative approach to synthesizing the literature. Both
found a broad range of recovery rates following whiplash
across primary sources. Walton [20] identified recovery rates
that ranged from 16% to 99% amongst the primary studies,
possibly explained by differences in operational definitions
of recovery. Carroll [3] provided an overall estimate of
roughly 50% of people continuing to experience some
degree of neck pain 6 to 12 months following the accident.
The results from the general population also provided
evidence for high rates of long-term problems. Carroll and
colleagues [17] reported that the balance of evidence
suggests that half to three-quarters of people with neck pain
will continue to report neck pain when followed up 1 to 5
years later. Hush and colleagues [23] used a statistical
pooling approach to determine that the course of idiopathic
neck pain was worse than previously thought, with a
weighted mean pain intensity of 42 points (out of 100) when
measured 12 months following onset. Disability improved at
a similar rate, remaining moderate (weighted mean of 17 out
of 100) at 12 months. With specific focus on work-related
neck pain, Carroll and colleagues reported consistent
evidence that approximately 60% of workers with neck pain

Identificatio
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Records identified through
database searching
INSERT FIGURE
(n = 10, 0591HERE
)

Grey literature and additional records
identified from other sources
(n = 101)

Screening

Records after duplicates removed
(n = 2, 480)

Title & Abstract excluded
(n =1968)

Records screened
(n =2,480)

Full‐text excluded= 258

Eligibility

Full‐text articles assessed
for eligibility
(n = 512)

Citations included

Included

(n = 254)

Treatment
N = 117

Diagnosis
N = 54

Outcomes
N = 27

Prognosis
N = 16

Incorrect Publication type = 104
Incorrect Intervention =2
Incorrect population = 70
Review of reviews = 2
Classification publications = 55
Assessed risk factors only = 14
Not Prognosis study = 3
No harms data = 1
Unable to obtain pdf = 3
Unable to translate = 3
Other = 2

Harms
N = 16

CPG Mixed
N = 57

Fig. (1). The screening process for selecting the SRs to be included in the prognosis overview. Of the 16 that were considered eligible for
data extraction, 1 (Tsakitzidis et al. 2009) was deemed to be not a systematic review according to our criteria, 1 (Linton 2000) provided no
useful data for the overview, and 1 (Walton et al. 2013) was an update of a previous meta-analysis (Walton et al. 2009), the two of which
were considered as a single data source for this overview. This left 13 independent SRs that contributed to this overview, one of which
focused solely on the course of neck pain, while 12 provided data on prognostic factors (adapted from Santaguida et al., this issue).

continued to report neck pain at follow-up [10]. All SRs
highlighted the challenge in synthesizing these data given the
notable heterogeneity in outcomes measured across studies.
FACTORS
THAT
WHIPLASH

PREDICT

OUTCOME

IN

Parameters of the Accident
Five different SRs were retrieved that reported
summarized findings for the prognostic ability of accident
parameters on outcomes following whiplash injury [3-6, 9,
16]. The majority of findings were in the same direction, and

suggested that, of the accident parameters evaluated in the
included SRs, none had an association with outcome. Owing
to the consistency of summarized findings, the existing
evidence provides high confidence that the direction of the
impact (rear), seating position in the vehicle (driver) and
awareness of the impending collision have no effect on the
outcome. We are moderately confident that whether the
vehicle was moving or stationary when hit and whether the
vehicles were moving at high speed also have no effect on
outcome. The only exception here was change in velocity at
the point of impact as measured by a crash recorder, with
one SR [3] finding low evidence of a significant positive
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Predictors with Moderate or High Confidence in the Direction of their Effect on Outcome as a Result of the Triangulation
Algorithm

Predictor

Condition

Primary Author (Year)

Quality of
Review

Summary of Findings
(From Review)

Confidence in
Conclusions

Risk/ No
Effect

High or Moderate Confidence as Risk Factors
High pain intensity

Whiplash

Walton (2009)
Kamper (2008)
Carroll (2008)
Williams (2007)
Scholten-Peeters (2003)

Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium

Strong evidence of sig. association
Strong evidence of sig. association
Consistent evidence of sig. association
Moderate evidence of sig. association
Strong evidence of sig. association1


High

Risk

High neck-related
disability

Whiplash

Walton (2012)
Kamper (2008)
Carroll (2008)
Williams (2007)

Medium
High
Medium
Medium

Strong evidence of sig. association
Strong evidence of sig. association
Strong evidence of sig. association
Moderate evidence of sig. Association


High

Risk

Older age

Non-specific
neck pain

Carroll (2008)
McLean (2007)

Medium
Medium

Strong evidence of sig. association
Moderate evidence of sig. association4


High

Risk

Post-traumatic stress
symptoms at inception

Whiplash

Kamper (2008)
Williamson (2008)

High
Medium

Strong evidence of sig. association
Limited evidence of sig. association


Moderate

Risk

Catastrophizing

Whiplash

Walton (2009)
Kamper (2008)
Carroll (2008)
Williamson (2008)

Medium
High
Medium
Medium

Moderate evidence of sig. association
Strong evidence of sig. association
Limited evidence of sig. association
Inconclusive


Moderate

Risk

Cold
hypersensitivity/hyper
algesia

Whiplash

Kamper (2008)
Williams (2007)

High
Medium

Moderate evidence of sig. association
Moderate evidence of sig. association


Moderate

Risk

History of other MSK
disorders

Work-related
neck pain
Non-specific
neck pain

Carroll (2008)
McLean (2007)

Medium
Medium

Moderate evidence of sig. association
Strong evidence of sig. association


Moderate

Risk

High or Moderate Confidence as having No Effect on Outcome
Angular deformity of
the neck (scoliosis,
flattened cervical
lordosis)

Whiplash

Kamper (2008)
Scholten-Peeters (2003)

High
Medium

Strong evidence of no association
Strong evidence of no association


High

No effect

Impact direction: rear

Whiplash

Walton (2012)
Kamper (2008)
Carroll (2008)
Scholten-Peeters (2003)

Medium
High
Medium
Medium

Strong evidence of no association
Strong evidence of no association
Strong evidence of no association Strong
evidence of no association


High

No effect

Seating position:
driver

Whiplash

Walton (2009)
Kamper (2008)
Carroll (2008)

Medium
High
Medium

Strong evidence of no association
Strong evidence of no association
Strong evidence of no association


High

No effect

Aware of impending
collision

Whiplash

Walton (2009)
Kamper (2008)
Carroll (2008)
Scholten-Peeters (2003)

Medium
High
Medium
Medium

Strong evidence of no association
Strong evidence of no association
Strong evidence of no association
Inconclusive


High

No effect

Head rest in place

Whiplash

Walton (2009)
Kamper (2008)
Carroll (2008)

Medium
High
Medium

Strong evidence of no association
Strong evidence of no association
Strong evidence of no association


High

No effect

Older age2

Whiplash

Walton (2009)
Kamper (2008)
Carroll (2008)
Scholten-Peeters (2003)

Medium
High
Medium
Medium

Moderate evidence of no association3
Strong evidence of no association
Inconclusive
Strong evidence of no association


Moderate

No effect

Vehicle stationary
when hit

Whiplash

Walton (2009)
Kamper (2008)
Scholten-Peeters (2003)

Medium
High
Medium

Strong evidence of no association
Moderate evidence of no association
Inconclusive


Moderate

No effect

Regular physical
activity

Non-specific
neck pain
Non-specific
neck pain

Carroll (2009)
McLean (2007)

Medium
Medium

Moderate evidence of no association
Strong evidence of no association


Moderate

No effect

1: Scholten-Peeters and colleagues were the only authors to separate the effects of pain intensity between the outcomes of pain (strong evidence) and disability (limited evidence). All
other authors combined outcomes.
2: Walton and colleagues defined 'older' age as age greater than 50-55 years. Older age was not defined in the other reviews.
3: Walton and colleagues stratified the effect of older age, defined as age over 50, by outcome. For symptom-based outcomes, they found near-significant evidence of an association.
For disability-based outcomes, they found strong evidence for no effect. The moderate evidence of no effect is the combined level considering these two outcomes.
4: McLean and colleagues synthesized the effect of older age across 3 different types of outcome: recovery (limited evidence of significant association), disability (moderate
evidence of significant association) and symptoms (strong evidence of significant association). The indicator of moderate in the table is the best indicator of the overall association
with the 3 types of outcome.
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association (higher velocity change, greater risk of poor
outcome). When velocity change was reported by the patient
instead, the results of two SRs provided low confidence of
no association with outcome [3, 5]. Overall, this category
provided the greatest confidence in the direction of
associations, but it should be noted that in the majority of
primary studies included, accident parameters were selfreported rather than objectively recorded.
Psychological and Behavioural Factors
Five SRs reported summarized findings for the effect of
psychological or behavioral factors on outcomes after
whiplash [3, 5, 6, 8, 9] The balance of results provided
moderate confidence that early elevated post-traumatic stress
symptoms at inception and highly catastrophic beliefs about
pain are significant risk factors for poor outcome. A
moderate pooled effect size (OR 3.77, 95%CI 1.33-10.74)
was reported for high catastrophizing [24]. All other factors,
including anxiety, depression, personality traits or coping
behaviours provided inconclusive, low or very low
confidence in their association with outcome. It is possible
that a time factor may be affecting results, notably in the
case of coping strategies for which Carroll and colleagues
[3] found limited evidence of no association when strategies
were measured within a few days of the accident, but limited
evidence of a significant risk from passive coping strategies
when captured in the subacute stage. Conversely, Kamper
and colleagues [9] found strong evidence (3 of 4 primary
studies) of a significant risk from passive coping strategies
but did not describe results in terms of time from injury.
Only one primary source was consistent between the two
SRs [27] which may explain the discrepancy.
Self-Reported Symptoms or Interference at Inception
Five SRs reported summarized findings for the effect of
early reports of pain, symptoms or disability on outcomes
after whiplash [3-7, 9]. Owing to the consistency of findings,
the balance of evidence provided high confidence that higher
pain intensity and self-reported disability at inception were
predictors of poorer outcome. Pain intensity in particular is
consistently reported as a strong predictor, with one pooled
effect size reported for pain intensity of 5.5/10 (55/100) or
greater (OR 5.61, 95%CI 3.74-8.43) [24]. An NDI score of
greater than 15/50 points at baseline provided a large pooled
effect when disability was the predicted outcome (OR 42.18)
but with very broad confidence limits that limit confidence
in the point estimate (95%CI 7.37 to 241.3) [24]. Beyond
those two indicators however, the remaining factors provide
inconclusive, low or very low confidence in their association
with outcome. Perhaps more than the other categories, this
one highlighted the differences between SRs in terms of
strategies and the subsequent conclusions drawn. As an
illustrative example, 4 SRs evaluated the effect of number of
different symptoms or areas of the body in pain as a
prognostic factor, two of which were published in the same
year. Kamper and colleagues [9] found inconclusive
evidence of an association with outcome, while Carroll and
colleagues [3] reported strong evidence of a significant
association. Deeper exploration of the results and
supplemental tables of these two SRs revealed that the two
primary papers that informed the results of the Kamper [9]
SR were excluded from the Carroll [3] SR, while all 4
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primary sources that informed the Carroll [3] SR were
excluded from the Kamper [9] SR.
This category also provided evidence of a possible effect
from time-to-follow-up on the prognostic value of some
factors. Kamper and colleagues [9] found moderate evidence
of a significant association between patient-reported
radicular symptoms at inception and risk of poor outcome at
follow-up. However, when stratified by time-to-follow-up,
their primary sources found no evidence of an association
with outcome when captured less than 6 months following
the accident, but 2 of 3 primary sources [28, 29] found a
significant association when outcome was captured 6 months
or longer following the accident. The other SRs did not make
this time-related distinction which may account for the
inconsistent findings.
Biological and/or Clinical Assessment
Five SRs presented summarized findings for the
association between observational clinical or diagnostic
findings at inception and outcome [3, 5-7, 9]. The balance of
evidence provides moderate confidence that cold
hypersensitivity/hyperalgesia is a risk factor for poor
outcome, with a low to moderate association but no pooled
effect size reported. The synthesis also provided high
confidence that angular deformities of the neck (e.g.
scoliosis, flattened cervical lordosis) have no effect on
outcome. Consistently inconclusive findings were reported
for each of the effect of reduced cervical range of motion,
morphological changes on diagnostic imaging, and body
mass index, suggesting the need for greater standardization
of these variables.
Medicolegal Context
Three SRs presented summarized findings specific to the
medicolegal context within which the injury occurred [3-5,
16]. The balance of the findings did not provide high or
moderate confidence for any of the associations between the
3 medicolegal factors (compensation system, receiving
compensation, lawyer involvement) and outcome. While
there were no inconclusive findings in this category, the
strength of the evidence at the time the SRs were conducted
did not allow for strong conclusions to be drawn.
Other Social Influences
Three SRs presented summarized findings for the effect
of other social influences (outside of the medicolegal
context) on outcome after whiplash [4, 5, 8, 16]. These
included the type of work, ‘psychosocial’ work factors and
social support. The strength of the evidence included in each
of the 3 SRs prevented the drawing of conclusions with
anything greater than very low confidence.
Demographics
Four SRs presented summarized results for the effects of
demographic variables (sex, age, education) on outcomes
after whiplash [3-6, 9]. The balance of evidence as reported
in the SRs provided moderate confidence that age had no
effect on outcome, but this finding was not universal. Only
Walton and colleagues[6] attempted to define ‘older’ age as
age greater than 50 years in their meta-analysis. They found
that the effect of age on outcome may vary by type of
outcome, reporting strong evidence of no effect when
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disability was the outcome, while finding a near-significant
positive effect when symptoms (pain) was the outcome.

FACTORS THAT PREDICT OUTCOME
OTHER CAUSES OF NECK PAIN

The effect of sex on outcome was inconclusive, with one
high-quality SR [9] finding strong evidence of no effect, one
medium quality SR [3] finding inconclusive results, and one
meta-analysis [6] providing moderate evidence of a
significant risk for females compared to males. Deeper
exploration of each SR revealed that, of the primary sources
reviewed by Kamper and colleagues [9], only 2 of 17
suggested a significant risk for females. In contrast, 7 of the
11 primary sources reviewed by Carroll and colleagues [3]
found significance, with the other 4 finding significant
bivariate associations only when sex was evaluated in
isolation but not as part of a multivariate model. The metaanalytic approach of Walton and colleagues [6] found a
small but significant effect only when findings from 11
primary sources were statistically pooled (OR 1.64, 95%CI
1.27 to 2.12), but only 5 of 11 found female gender to be a
significant risk factor when analyzed in isolation from other
variables.

Five SRs presented prognostic data specific to neck pain
conditions other than whiplash [10, 11, 17, 25, 30] (Table
s2). These conditions included neck pain in workers, ‘neck
pain and associated disorders’, non-specific neck pain, or
post-surgical neck pain in military personnel. From all 5
SRs, 37 independent predictors could be extracted. In the
majority of cases, each predictor was evaluated in only 1 SR
and was found to have limited evidence of risk for poor
outcome, providing low or very low confidence in their
direction of association. Only 2 factors provided high or
moderate confidence in their ability to predict a poor
outcome. The first was a history of other musculoskeletal
disorders (other than neck pain) prior to the current episode
of neck pain, for which two SRs found moderate [10] or
strong evidence [11] that it was a risk factor for a poor
outcome in work-related or non-specific neck pain,
respectively. Two SRs found strong [17] or moderate [11]
evidence for older age (not defined) as a predictor of poor
outcome in non-specific neck pain, while moderate evidence
for no effect was found for work-related neck pain [10]. In
no case was an effect size reported. While confidence in the
association is low, engaging in physical exercise as a
lifestyle habit prior to onset of neck pain may have a
protective effect against long-term problems, the only
predictor to be reported as such. As was the case for
whiplash-related neck pain, these questions are generally
captured through self-report, and despite some consistency in
the evidence, these methods are prone to recall or social
desirability bias.

The effect of education was similarly inconsistent:
Kamper and colleagues [9] reported that 2 of 4 primary
sources suggested a significant risk of poor outcome
amongst those with lower education, Carroll and colleagues
[3] found evidence of a significant risk in 2 of 3 primary
sources while the third suggested a protective effect of lower
education. As was the case with female sex, Walton and
colleagues [6] found lower education, defined as less than
post-secondary, was a significant risk factor only after the
statistical pooling procedure (OR 2.00, 95%CI 1.60 to 2.51).
Again, clear differences in the strategies employed to search,
appraise, extract and synthesize the literature led to different
findings across SRs in the same area.

FROM

DISCUSSION

Pre-Injury History

The results of an ‘overview’ of reviews (systematic
review of systematic reviews) suggested that the prognosis
of neck pain of various causes is generally poor and there are
relatively few factors that allow high or moderate confidence
in their use as predictors of outcome. We used a decision
algorithm that favoured recent, high- to medium-quality SRs
to determine the association (risk, no effect, inconclusive)
between 133 predictors and a broad operationalization of
‘outcome’ that included one or more type of measure to
assess pain, disability, work status, time-to-claim-closure, or
some combination of these. The algorithm also provided an
indication of our confidence in the direction and strength of
these associations, using categories adapted from the
GRADE working group (high, medium, low, very low). A
notable outcome of this exercise was the frequency with
which two or more different authorship groups reached quite
different conclusions regarding the same predictor,
highlighting the impact of different strategies for literature
search, appraisal, extraction and synthesis.

Seven SRs presented at least one summarized finding for
the effect of pre-injury history on outcomes after whiplash
[3-9, 16]. The majority of findings in this category were
inconclusive. As was the case for the parameters of the
accident, these variables were almost universally collected
by self-report in the primary sources, presenting a strong
possibility of biased estimates.

High baseline pain intensity and to a slightly lesser extent
high baseline self-reported neck disability are new universal
predictors of prolonged recovery. Angular deformities of the
neck, along with several parameters of the accident itself
(direction of impact, seating position, awareness of collision,
use of a head rest) are consistently found to have no effect on
recovery especially when self-reported by the patient. In

Treatment-Related Factors
Four SRs evaluated the effect that treatment-related
factors (type, frequency or duration of treatment) had on
outcome after whiplash [3-5, 16]. Interestingly, none of the
variables in this category had been summarized in more than
one SR and only 1 of the 3 SRs was published within the
past 5 years. Therefore, the synthesis framework provided
only very low confidence in the effect of the treatmentrelated factors, preventing any firm conclusions from being
drawn regarding the association between treatment and
outcome. Where significant associations did exist, the results
generally suggested greater use of medical or rehabilitation
services early was associated with poorer long-term
outcomes. However, multivariate models were rare,
rendering any discussion of causal mechanisms between
treatment and outcome inappropriate.
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terms of non-whiplash-related neck pain, we are moderately
confident that a past history of ‘other’ musculoskeletal
disorders (other than neck, shoulder, headache or low back
pain) is a risk factor for prolonged recovery; that older age
may prolong recovery from non-specific neck pain; and that
regular physical activity has no clear effect on outcome.
Catastrophizing, cold hyperalgesia and acute post-traumatic
stress response round out the remaining risk factors for
which the evidence provides moderate confidence in their
prognostic ability, but more research with consistent
predictors, duration of follow-up and outcomes is required
for firm conclusions.
Many factors have been evaluated only once or have
conflicting results, and hence provide low or very low
confidence in their association with outcome. There are also
several inconclusive findings reported in the supplementary
tables, suggesting that these factors may or may not be
predictive but require further study. These findings support
the need for further large cohort studies that assess
prognostic factors in an accurate and comprehensive manner
to provide definitive estimates of the effects of these
potentially useful predictors. With specific focus on the
conduct of systematic reviews, the number of conflicting or
inconclusive
results
also
suggests
inconsistent
methodologies that provide clinicians or policy-makers with
very different information depending on the SR chosen. For
example, the evidence for the predictor ‘General
psychological distress at baseline’ has been synthesized by
three independent groups. One high-quality SR [9] found
strong evidence for a significant association between the
magnitude of acute general psychological distress, broadly
defined, and follow-up outcome, also broadly defined.
Conversely, two medium quality SRs [5, 8] found moderate
or strong evidence of no association with outcome, despite
two of the conflicting SRs having been published in the same
year. Of interest here is that the approach to data synthesis
employed by Kamper and colleagues [9] led to findings of a
significant association between psychological distress and
outcome being drawn from the primary sources of Hendriks
and colleagues [28] and Olsson and colleagues [31]. The
same two primary sources were evaluated by Williamson
and colleagues [8], whose data synthesis algorithm suggested
that these same two sources provided no evidence of a
significant association. It is not our intention to comment on
the validity of either data synthesis approach, rather disparate
findings such as these warrant caution in interpreting even
systematic reviews, and highlight the value of periodic
overviews such as the one presented herein. This factor is
also just one example of the impact that differences in
operationalization of either the predictor (general
psychological distress) or the outcomes between authorship
groups can have on reported findings. The decision
algorithm as used in our overview gives heavier weighting to
the results of recent, higher quality SRs. As a result our
triangulation exercise resulted in very low confidence of a
significant risk, but the results from each of the individual
SRs provide a very different picture. Given the frequency
with which policy makers rely on systematic reviews for
establishing the state of evidence in an area, findings such as
these demand caution and provide rationale for considering
more than one source when policy decisions are to be made.
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While conflicting results may be difficult to fully explain,
consistent results for predictors across SRs, despite different
methodologies, provide greater confidence in their
association. High pain intensity has consistently shown a
strong association with poor outcomes after WAD, but not so
in non-specific neck pain, for which a single medium-quality
SR was included that provided inconclusive results [11].
Even in patients with WAD, a finding of high intensity neck
pain does little to explain the mechanism. It has long been
recognized that the experience of pain is a multifactorial
phenomenon, influenced by sensory, evaluative and affective
domains [32]. Since pain intensity is most commonly
captured through a 0-10 or 0-100 rating scale, it is
impossible to determine which, if any, one of the domains of
pain experience should be the target of intervention. Further,
recent models have encouraged mechanism-based
assessment of pain [33] which appears to be especially
relevant in WAD, for which clear tissue-based pathology can
rarely explain the magnitude of symptoms [34]. Evidence
exists to support an understanding of some manifestations of
WAD as a neuropathic pain condition [35], or as a
consequence of some neuroplastic change at the level of
central nociceptive processing [36]. Evidence also exists, and
continues to build, for the role of acute post-traumatic stress
reactions as a predictor of poor outcome, and the relationship
of such reactions with objective signs of nociceptive sensory
dysfunction [37]. The results of the current overview would
suggest that simple assessment of pain intensity is a valuable
tool in establishing a prognosis following acute WAD, and
also suggests that researchers need not dedicate further
resources to establishing this relationship. Rather, resources
should be dedicated toward evaluating the influences on, or
mechanisms of, the acute pain experience to provide
clinicians with greater guidance in clinical decision making
about how to deal with the subset of patients who have an
adverse prognosis as indicated by high baseline pain. The
same argument can be made for neck-related disability,
which is often reported as a composite score across several
symptom and function domains (usually including pain
intensity). As with pain intensity, an aggregate score on a
disability scale may provide value from a prognostic
standpoint, but does little to guide clinical decisions.
Individual items on a multidimensional disability scale may
be clinically useful for guiding treatment decisions, but
rarely are the responses to individual items reported in the
literature and their unique prognostic ability is largely
unknown.
The balance of evidence as included in the SRs would
suggest that self-reported constructs, such as pain intensity,
disability, psychological distress or coping strategies are
stronger predictors of outcome than are the more
observational signs such as structural pathology on
diagnostic imaging, cervical range of motion or angular
deformities. It is tempting to assume then, that the cognitive
aspects of the experience of neck pain are more important to
its experience and subsequent recovery than are the physical
aspects. However, we urge caution in this interpretation.
Readers should recognize that the majority of operational
definitions for recovery are also self-reported, most
commonly being heavily weighted towards pain or disability
[20]. Statistically, when attempting to identify a set of
predictors that are able to explain the greatest variance in the
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outcome, as is the case in the often employed linear
regression approach, it should come as no surprise that selfreported predictors are better able to explain that variance
than are biological indicators. This is especially true when
those predictors are captured on the same scale as the
outcome, while clinical or biological signs are captured on
very different scales, and often with limited statistical
distribution. Even many quantitative sensory tests are best
viewed as self-report measures as they rely on cognitive
processes to determine what the patient considers to be
painful. A further consideration is that predictors are more
likely to demonstrate value when measured using tools with
sound psychometric or clinometric properties (reliable and
valid). On balance, the literature provides greater evidence of
sound properties for psychological or screening
questionnaires than for clinical tests. As an illustrative
example, two primary studies in whiplash have shown that a
rigourously-developed and validated protocol for measuring
cervical range of motion was the strongest predictor of
outcome, even when evaluated in the same multivariate
model as self-report measures [38,39]. It is rare that clinical
tests can claim such strong measurement properties.
Additional rigourously-developed objective, observational
clinical or biological tests might provide different insights
into the risk and mechanisms of transition from acute to
chronic neck pain. The development of sound tools is a
reasonable direction for further research. Since there are
many potential structures and processes that are affected in
WAD, the absence of comprehensive structural and
physiologic diagnostic regimens may mean that the sequelae
of undocumented impairments on these domains are
manifested through higher pain and self-report. Without such
diagnostic tools, the physiologic and psychological
components of neck disorders can be difficult to disentangle.
The effect of the medicolegal environment on outcome
continues to be debated in the scientific and lay literature
[40], and our overview provides little clarity. Very few
studies have addressed this issue specifically, likely due to
the challenges of doing so in a scientifically sound manner.
Our results provide low confidence that a no-fault insurance
system may provide some protective effect compared to a
tort system. Even the effect on outcome of retaining a lawyer
shortly after the accident is unclear, with one mediumquality SR providing moderate or limited evidence of an
association with outcome [3, 4], and one low quality SR
providing consistent evidence [16]. Intuitively and
anecdotally, being involved in litigation shortly after an
accident or injury would be associated with prolonged
recovery. As is the case with pain intensity however, the
mechanisms are unclear. Whether it is being involved in the
largely adversarial medicolegal environment that prolongs
outcome, or that people who perceive themselves as less
likely to recover are more likely to seek litigation or
compensation, is unclear. This issue of causation and
reverse-causation is beyond the scope of this paper, but
readers are directed to Spearing and Connelly [40] and
Carroll and colleagues [41] for a deeper discussion.
A key finding that has come to light as a result of this
OvR is the conclusion that finding evidence to support
simple bivariate associations between a single predictor and
an outcome is not difficult when the study is of adequate
methodological rigour. However, clinicians and researchers
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will recognize that it is highly uncommon to find a single
risk factor in an individual patient, rather multiple risk
factors are present that likely interact with each other in
complex ways to affect the course of recovery. The body of
knowledge in the field is starkly insufficient for explaining
how the effects of 2, 3, or more, risk factors interact to
influence outcome. Exploratory approaches to identifying
risk factors, such as multiple linear regression, may be useful
in the early stages of research. However, we suggest that
more complex confirmatory testing of a priori established
theoretical multivariate models is required in order to fit
knowledge from this field into the complexities of clinical
practice and true human interaction. Suggestions here are to
move from simple correlational analyses to structural
equation modeling or a subtype (e.g. latent class growth
curve analysis) to identify different trajectories from acute
injury and subsequent algorithms for predicting those
trajectories. Integrative prognostic models have been
proposed previously that could become testable with some
additional work, or have already been tested with promising
early findings [42-45]. Researchers are encouraged to
consider more advanced modeling techniques in the conduct
of future research in this area.
There are two key limitations that must be considered
when evaluating the clinical usefulness of our results. The
first is that, by the nature of an overview, we limited our data
extraction to what was presented in previous SRs. While the
exclusion of narrative reviews or commentaries/editorials
limits the risk of bias somewhat, readers should remember
that the information we extracted had already been filtered
once by a previous group of reviewers. As such, our data
would have been subject to the same biases or methodologic
weaknesses as were present in the included primary SRs. In
an effort to mitigate this concern, we used a well-established
instrument, the AMSTAR methodological quality checklist
[12], then constructed a conservative algorithm that gave
more weighting to more recent and higher-quality SRs, and
finally, we assembled an authorship group that had
representation from many of the included primary SRs.
While these steps may safeguard against bias to a degree, the
nature of an overview is that the data extracted are only as
good as what was presented in the primary SRs, and those
data are only as good as what was drawn from the primary
studies. This should be considered when interpreting our
results.
We feel this systematic analysis was valuable insofar as
many of the SRs included here continue to be accessed by
clinicians and policy-makers when it comes to issues of
establishing prognosis in acute WAD or other neck pain. The
decision algorithm, establishing the level of evidence across
SRs, is a novel addition to the existing pool of literature, and
should serve as a solid start point for new research in the
area. More recently, evidence has largely continued to
support the value of acute post-traumatic stress reactions
[46], catastrophizing or pain-related beliefs [47], quantitative
sensory testing [48] and expectation [49] as predictors of
outcome. Efforts have been made to construct standardized
risk screening tools [50] or to identify biological correlates
of neck pain [51], each of which are in their infancy but have
shown early promise in furthering this field. The prognostic
value of thermal [36] or mechanical [48, 52] pain threshold
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continues to be evaluated, and may become valuable proxies
for disordered nociceptive processing.
In summary, we have conducted systematic overview of
systematic SRs to identify consistent findings and establish
the level of confidence in the field of prognosis after neck
pain, and to organize the current body of evidence upon
which future systematic reviews can build. The majority of
this work has been conducted in whiplash-associated
disorder, possibly owing to the ease with which time from
injury to inception can be established and the potential to
quantify the magnitude of the event. Self-reported
constructs, especially high pain intensity and neck-related
disability, have well-established evidence for their value as
predictors of poor outcome. Efforts should now be directed
towards deeper exploration of the pain or disability
experience, including the biopsychosocial domains of pain
and disability and mechanisms behind their genesis.
Consensus on important outcomes, establishment of valid,
reliable and useful clinical and biological markers of
dysfunction, and identification of the most parsimonious set
of variables through advanced multivariate modeling
techniques are all ripe fields for future study. The large
number of inconclusive or low-to-very-low confidence
findings suggests there is still a considerable amount of work
to be done in the field of prognosis after neck pain.
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